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The class I was going to be working with had a
topic of "stargazers, explorers'' and staff were
keen to work with some growth mind-set ideas
that would embed confidence and resilience

amongst this particular group of pupils. After a
couple of discussions, I proposed that we went
on a journey of discovery about ourselves using
the basis that we are all "stars''...."superstars''....
just like all the stars in our galaxy, we are all

unique and hold so many qualities. On exploring
our qualities and patterns of life we will find

that some of us have matching likenesses and
by bringing these together we can create

formations, constellations, maps, charts, etc. 

It was agreed to enable the first session to go smoothly; that I 
 would bring all the materials that were needed. Working with
willow and forming 3d sculptures is one of my areas of artistry,
so in our first week we started constructing our very own stars. I

demonstrated how to construct a framework from willow, showing
techniques of how to fasten sticks together to form the frame

and discussing how to change them into 3 dimensional
sculptures. Willow was a new material to the children and is

perfect for building confidence as although it can be challenging
to fasten together, once the practical technique is learnt it
benefits from having fast rewarding results. As the children

started, the teachers soon picked up that there would be some
good opportunities to link the project with maths as we would be
using measurement, angles and shape. The children found it a
challenge and soon worked out that if they worked together in
groups to support each other they were able to construct the

frames. 
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This was my first project to launch myself into the TVCLP project at Brambles Primary
Academy. It was agreed that we needed something that would break the ice and kick

start the creative learning journey together. We set about planning a project that would
open up conversation and allow development of this exciting opportunity to evolve.  



In the 2nd week, the pupils were asked
to choose a colourful palette of wool to

wrap around the stars, encouraging
individual choice of blending colours

and avoiding copying what their friends
were choosing. I knew the winding was
going to be a challenge due to wool

naturally wanting to form knots and the
teacher informing me that most
children were unable to tie their
shoelaces. The children tried out

different lengths till they found the
ideal length of wool to manage and
although they got frustrated when

knots did appear they went on to work
out how they could unravel them guided

by gentle encouragement, strategies
and support. 

 The children  began to look at the knot as a puzzle and took their time to
unravel it. Levels of persistence and resilience, patience and understanding were
noted. It was clear that some of the frustration was linked to the fear that they
would not have enough time to complete their work. Teachers and pupils were
not used to having the luxury of a whole 2 hours to work on an art project. We
talked about how lots of artists work by allowing their creativity to flow at a
natural pace to enable it to move forward and how some art takes years to
complete. Even though they were all working at different speeds, they were

surprised that all of their stars were covered with wool.  Some pupils set
themselves a challenge to learn to tie their shoelaces by the next lesson. 
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Everyone was given a sheet of
A3 paper and with leading

questions of who we are, what
do we like/dislike, where have
we come from/going, we all

mapped out our personalities..
and the children had great fun

getting into discussions,
exploring and discovering each

other’s qualities. 

Week 4 – personalizing and adding our qualities to the stars….. 
We wanted to add all of these qualities to our Stars, make them unique to us…make them

colourful and shiny, shine like the stars that we are. The pupils were given holographic
card to write out their qualities, draw pictures of the pets, their family, their best friends,

what hobbies and sports they do…. their favourite colours, music, football, dance, etc. All of
the pieces were laminated and hung from the stars adding colourful adornments to

display their qualities 

 
The stars went on to be hung in an exhibition and hung in a huge tree, spinning superstars forming

constellations, in the centre playground for everyone to enjoy. It was certainly a great way to explore
who we are and signpost our qualities so that hopefully other explorers can seek us out and learn

from us....

Week 3 – Our maps…. each one of us is unique and we hold so many qualities. What are
we good at, what do we like, what are our hobbies, many of us have things we do that

make us unique.


